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POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS IN TEDS UNITED STATES .
CHAPTER I.
BRIEF HISTORY OF SAVINGS BANKS *
The savings "bank is defined "by Hamilton as "an institution
established by public authority, or by private persons, in order to
encourage habits of savings by affording special security to owners
of deposits, and by the payment of interest to the full extent of
the net earnings, less whatever reserve the management may deem
expedient for a safety fund; and in furtherance of this purpose
savings banks are located at places where they are caltulated to
encourage savings among those persons who need such encouragement".
The more important characteristics of savings banks are as
follows: First, as a rule, they do not discount commercial paper,
Secondly, the location. If intelligently managed they will seek
first the class or community most in need of cultivating the savings
habit. Thirdly, they are commonly and properly philanthropic
institutions. They are essentially the bank of the poor man. In
England, as a rule, the early savings banks were philanthropically
founded institutions.*
Take the savings bank law of New York, and there will be
found the clause to the effect that they are institutions created
for the purpose of encouraging industry and habits of saving on the
part of the masses. Fourth, they are gratuitous and carry no fines
or lapses.
The savings bank was first suggested by Daniel Defoe as
early as 1697. The idea was firat advocated in France by a
society organized in 1770 to consider the problems of the poorer
classes, and to discover means whereby they might be provided
against the future. The first country to test practically the
» Hamilton, "Savings and Savings Institutions. "
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savings "bank was Germany* The first one was established "by-
citizens of Hamburg in 1778. It was announced that it was for
the special "benefit "of the more dependent of the industrial
classes, such as servants, day laborers, handworkers, seamen,
etc7., for the collection and increase of their small savings.
The movement thus initiated spread rapidly throughout Europe.
The first savings bank in the United States was
"The Philadelphia Savings Fund Society", organized in l8l6 and
still in existed 3. The second was established in Boston in the
same year, and the third in New York in 1819. An idea of the
growth of our savings banks may be obtained from the following
table:
YEAR
1820
I83O
1840
1850
i860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1908
NUMBER
OP
BANKS
10
I
6
61
108
278
517
629
921
1,002
1,453
NUMBER
OP
DEPOSITORS
8,635
38,035
78,701
251,554
693,870
1,630,846
2,335,582
4,258,893
6,107,083
8,705,848
DEPOSITS
i 1,148,576
6,973,304
14,051,520
43,431,130
149,277,504
549,874,358
819,106,973
1,524,844,506
2,449,547,885
3,660,553,945
AVERAGE
DUE EACH
DEPOSITOR
131.86
I85.O9
178.54
172.78
215.13
337.17
350.71
358.03
401.10
420.47
Prom Report of Comptroller of Currency—1908, Page 41.
There are two kinds of savings banks in the United
States: mutual savings banks and stock banks, having capital
and doing a combined commercial and savings business. These
banks are organized under the laws of the State where they are
located. Mutual savings banks have no capital, and do a strictly
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investment business, all their earnings going to their depositors
\
They are managed "by a "board of trustees who serve without pay
except for special service. The rate of interest on deposits
is usually from 3 to 4 per cent. New York and Massachusetts
limit investments carefully; in New York savings "banks deposits
are next to government "bonds as safe investments. Mutual
savings "banks are confined mostly to the New England and Middle
States. There is no other kind of savings hank in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York and New Jersey.
Another kind of savings bank in the United States
worthy of mention is the school savings hank system introduced
by J. H. Thirty in the schools of Long Island City, New York
in 1885. Or/January 1, 1908 the system was in operation in 1,102
schools of 101 cities of 22 states. The purpose of the system
is to encourage thrift, prudence and business methods among
children at an age when their life habits are forming. OnJanuary
1, 1908 the total deposits of these banks since they were
started amounted to $4,419,453.86 of which $3,659,807.77 bad
been withdrawn, leaving a balance of $759,643.09 due to 178,817
depositors. •
The first savings bank in England was opened in
1797 by Joseph Smith, a minister, at Wendover. He and two of
his parishioners offered to receive from any inhabitant in the
parish sums from two pence upward every Sunday evening during
the summer months, and to repay each individual at Christmas
the amount of his deposit with an addition of one-third the sum
* Daily New's Almanac & Year Book, 1909*
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as a bounty upon his frugality. If the money was withdrawn
before Christmas no bounty was allowed. In this practice will
be found the forerunner of the practice almost universal in
savings bank circles that money must be left until a stated
time in order to share the dividends, and if withdrawn before,
the right to interest is forfeited.
In 1806 the "Provident Institution" of London was
established and offered to the public a form of annuities similar
to present endowment policies of our insurance companies, and
is still doing the same business. A wage-earner can deposit
his savings, which are allowed to accumulate at compound interest
and after a certain period can draw the interest in the form of
an annuity, but the principal must remain undisturbed. #
Among the other early savings banks of importance
might be mentioned the Ruthwell Savings Bank and the Edinburg
Savings Bank. The former was established in 1810 by Dr. Henry
Duncan, a Scotch clergyman, who studied the nature and v/ants of
industrial classes, and wished to encourage in his parishioners
the habit of saving. Savings to the amount of £151 were
deposited the first year and the bank prospered from then on.
In 1814 the latter was established and was modelled after the
former.
*
The two main classes of savings banks in England are
the trustees savings banks and the Post-office Savings banks.
The former have decreased in importance since the establishment
of the latter. The local management of trustees savings banks
4 Chicago Record Herald, October 15, 1908
• Lcwins—History of Bavings banks pp45-310.
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is left to a "board of trustees, who receive no remuneration or
profit for their services. Savings hanks were first regulated
"by the government in 1817. So far as trustees savings hanks are
concerned the laws "by which they are now regulated are much the
same as the Acts of 1817. The main feature of their regulations
is that the funds must "be invested with the government through
the Commissioners for the reduction of the National Debt.# They
operate mostly in the larger towns. In 1891, a Statutory
Committee was appointed to exercise certain limited powers of
supervision and control over them; inspecting them periodically
and reporting annually to Parliament. The operation of Post-
Office savings hanks will he discussed a little later on.
Other minor savings banks are the Railway savings
hanks which the railway companies are empowered by special acts
of Parliament to establish for the benefit of their servants,
and the Army and Navy savings banks. These were established in
1842, and are regulated by Parliament. The finds are invested in
the national debt. The penny banks which act as auxiliaries to
savings banks, are worthy of mention. An ordinary savings bank
will not accept a deposit of less than 1 S. (24.3 cts.). Penny
banks accept deposits of 1 d. (2 cts.). When the deposit of an
individual reaches 1 £ ($4.86) he plAeesit in a savings bank.*
The relative amount of business done in 1906 by the
Railway Savings banks, the trustee savings banks and the Post-
Office savings banks may be seen by looking at the following
table:
#Le wins--History of Savings Banks, p. 110.
•Encyclopaedia Britannica Vol. XXI. pp. 54-3«34-5»
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BANKS DEPOSITORS DEPOSITS
Railway savings "banks
Trustee savings banks
Post-Office Savings banks
18
224
14,862
62,365
1,730,331
9,963,049
£
5,666,389
60,640,805
169,988,784
Prom Hazell's Annual, 1908--p. l8l.
England was the first country in which postal savings
banks were advocated. The first savings banks, as stated above,
were philanthropic in character, and were intended to aid the
poorer and dependent classes. At first they were carried on by
private enterprise, but this was very early the subject of
criticism. The trustees were charged with incompetent
management, and the result was a proposal for a postal savings
bank as early as the year 1807. In that year, Mr. "Whitbread
introduced a Poor Laws Amendment bill into the House of Commons
in which he proposed the establishment of one great national
institution, in the nature of a bank, for the use and advantage
of the laboring classes alone. It was to be located in London,
and every laboring man, i.e. one who relied on his wages for a
living was to be allowed . to deposit in this bank any sum from
20 S. upwards, but not exceeding 20 i a year, and not more than
200 £ altogether. He also proposed to use the Post-Office as a
means of carrying out the operation of this system. Hov/ever, the
bill which proposed the establishment of Mr. Whi thread 1 s plan
failed to pass. Prom 1807 to l86l there was a great deal of
discussion in Parliament on the savings bank question and a
great deal of proposed legislation, which, however, failed to
pass. The main trouble was the question concerning- the security
tJne(
of deposits^ the liability of trustees in case of fraud on the
u' i a*» .
i
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part of officials* The provision requiring trustees to deposit
their money with the State was not enforced. By the Act of 1828
no trustee or manager was to "be held personally liable, in case
of fraud, except for his own acts or deeds, or for anything done
by him; even this was limited to cases where he should be guilty
of willful neglect or default. In 1844 an act was passed, which
said that "no trustee or manager of any Savings Bank shall be
liable to make good any deficiency which may hereafter arise in
the funds of any of these institutions, unless these officers
shall have respectively declared, by writing under their hands,
that they are willing to be so answerable." Under these
conditions a great many frauds occurred. For example, the
manager of the Cuffe Street Bank in Dublin embezzled the greater
amount of the deposits. The sufferings caused by the failure of
this bank were terrible. This is only one of numerous cases* As
a partial relief to the situation the Railway savings banks, the
Penny banks and the Army and Navy savings banks, mentioned above,
were established about 1850. These banks did not grant the
relief wished, and in l86l, after a great deal of discussion and
debate, the Postal Savings Bank bill passed Parliament.*
The general scheme, as outlined in this bill and
under which the system still operates, is as follows: Deposits
at whatever Post-Office they may be made, may be withdrawn at
that or any other Post-Off ice transacting savings banks business;
but the accounts shall be kept at London alone, all money s
being remitted to headquarters; the whole amount deposited shall
be handed over to the Commissioners for the reduction of the
* LeWifls—Hi3tory of Savings Banks, pp. 4^-310.
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National Debt by investment in public securities. Interest on
complete pounds at the rate of 2 % 105 per cent per hundred
pounds shall be allowed to depositors. Deposits to be made of
one shilling or multiples thereof; the limits of deposits for
individuals shall be 30 i a year or 130 $> in all, but Friendly
Societies may deposit without limit, and Provident and charitable
Societies may deposit within the limits of 100 £ a year, and
300 £ in all, or with the assent of the National Debt
Commissioners, beyond these limits. As an aid to the interests
of the laboring classes, in case of a change of residence, an
account need not be withdrawn, but it may be transferred from
one office to another without any disturbance in the interest;
and if a depositor wishes to withdraw at a distance from the
place where the account is kept, he may do it through the local
office. The same privilege is permitted in making deposits; they
may be made through offices other than the one in which the
account is kept. Withdrawals may also be made by telegraph. The
depositor may telegraph the home office to forward the amount,
and have it paid within an hour or two.*
The advantages claimes for Postal savings banks in
England are as follows: first, security. Being a part of the
machine of the government itself they have the whole credit and
solvency of the British government as a guarantee for perfect
safety of deposits. Second, dispatch. The dispatch with which
customers may do business is very advantageous. Time is very
often money, especially to the poor man, and the convenience of
the postal banks is unparalleled. If he moves from place to
* Hamilton—Savings and Savings Institutions.
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place all he needs to do is to carry his "bank "book with him, and
withdraw from any convenient postal hank. Third, secrecy. Poor
people are often very jealous of their savings, and want nobody
to know about them, especially their masters. Many will not
deposit if they cannot Keep the amounts secret. In postal hanks,
the officials are bound to keep the strictest secrecy. Fourth,
small sums. Sums as small as 1 shilling may "be deposited. In
giving the working man the government hopes to get him into the
savings habit, and reasonably to expect the benefit of his larger
deposits when he has acquired this habit.*
As to the success of the postal savings bank system
in England, there can be no question. It has been remarkably
successful. One fact which is very noticeable is that it has
absorbed a great deal of the business of the trustee savings
banks. The number of trustees savings banks has decreased from
640 in i860 to 224 in 1906. A glance at the table on Page 6
shows that the postal savings banks have almost six times as many
depositors as the trustee banks and about three times as much
deposits.
The agitation for postal savings banks in the United
States began in 1871 when the establishment of this system was
recommended to Congress by Postmaster General Creswell. THey
were also recommended by him in 1872 and 1873; Postmaster
General Majmard in 1880; by Postmaster General Howe in 1882; by
Postmaster General Wanamaker in 1889, 1890 and 1892; by
Postmaster General Gary in 1897-98 and by Postmaster General
Meyer. Messrs. Wanamaker, Gary and Meyer have been especially
• Le wins--History of Savings Banks, pp. 331*344.
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enthusiastic over the proposition. In 1891 Mr. Wanamaker
submitted an extensive report to Congress in which he pointed
out the numerous advantages of the System^ and discussed its
operation in foreign countries. Mr. Meyer has written articles
on the subject for many of the leading periodicals of today,
"beside urging Congress to provide for the establishment of
postal "banks. Ex-President Roosevelt in his last message to
Congress earnestly recommended their establishment, and the
Republican Party in 1908 inserted a plank in its platform
promising to legislate upon the question.
The first hill providing for the establishment of
postal savings banks in the United States was introduced into
Congress in 1873 by Mr. Maynard. Since that time about 60
similar bills have been introduced, but none has ever passed.
Most of the opposition to the bills comes from bankers. They are
strongly opposed to the scheme. At the last meeting of the
American Bankers' Association resolutions were adopted in
opposition to the establishment of postal savings banks. A
committee on Postal Savings Banks was also appointed. Mr. Lucius
Teter, President of the Chicago Savings Bank and Trust Co., is
Chairman of the Committee. This Committee has sent postal
savings bank literature to all the banks in the United States.
The object in doing this is to get bankers to carry on the
opposition locally. They can do this by explaining the matter to
their depositors, prominent local men, the newspapers and the
people generally who have to do with the framing of public opinion,
and of ultimately making legislation. On February 25, 1909,
Mr. Teter appeared in an extensive hearing before Sub-committee
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No. 2 of the Committee on the Post-Office and Post-Roads, House
of Representatives.
The main features of the last "bill introduced into
Congress, providing for the establishment of postal savings "banks,
are as follows
:
1. Each and every post-office within the United
States which is authorized to issue money orders and such others
as the Postmaster General in his discretion may from time to
time designate may receive savings deposits from the public.
2. Accounts may "be opened by any person of the age of
10 years or over in his or her own name, or "by a married woman in
her own name and free from any control or interference "by her
hushand.
3. Deposits shall he received in even dollars only;
One Dollar, the minimum deposit; One Hundred Dollars the maximum
deposit of any person for one calendar month; Five Hundred Dollars
the total maximum deposit for any one person. Two percent
interest shall he paid on these deposits. Deposits entered in
depositor's pass-hooks. The postmaster then shall notify the
Postmaster General of the deposit and amount thereof, and the
latter shall send the depositor written acknowledgment of its
receipt. Deposits with the accrued interest, may he withdrawn
after complying with such regulations as the Postmaster General
may prescribe.
4. Deposits shall he exempt from demand, garnishment
execution attachment, seizure or detention under any legal
process against the depositor thereof. Deposits shall not he
taxed.
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5. The money deposited in postal banks shall "be
redeposited by the Postmaster General in National or State "banks
designated "by him, at 2£ percent interest, or such funds may
be invested in State, Territory, County or Municipal "bonds of
the municipalities, counties, States or Territories where they
are received, such "bonds to "be selected "by the Postmaster
General with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury and
the Attorney General. If any hank in which funds are so
deposited shall "become insolvent, such funds shall he a prior
lien upon its assets.
6. Postmaster General shall make reports to each
session of Congress showing condition of postal hanks.*
CHAPTER II.
ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS .
According to Postmaster General Meyer the main
object of the postal savings bank is to encourage thrift and
habits of economy wage-earners and persons of small means, by
affording them an absolutely safe place to deposit their
earnings. This, it is argued, can be done only by the postal
bank.
The first argument is that the existing savings
banks of the United States do not afford adequate facilities
for people to deposit their money. The following table shows
statistics of savings banks for the year 1908.
* H.R. 24144--60th Congress, 2nd Session.
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SAVINGS BANKS OP THE UNITED STATES. (1908)
(Prom Report of Comptroller of Currency to 60th Congress, 2nd
c?PSRion, pp. 40-41.) _
STATES, ETC. OP
BANKS
NUMBER
OF
DEPOSITORS
AMOUNT f
OP
DEPOSITS
.VERAGE TO
TO EACH
DEPOSITOR
AVERAGE
PER
CAPITA
IN U.S.
Maine 52
New Hampshire ol
Vermont 48
Massachusetts 189
Rhode Island lo
Connecticut 87
225,34-6
186,610 1
159,841
1
1,971,644
121,561
539,873
| 85,502,202
81,639,166
60,493,727
706,940,596
66,590,142
256,372,062
$379.43
437.49
378.46
358.55
547.79
473.75
Total New England 455 3,204,875 1,257,537,895 392. 38
New York 137
New Jersey 2o
Pennsylvania 14
Delaware 2
Maryland 17
District of
O J-UlUD xci -LJ*
2,719,598
282,014
452,638
31,396
213,524
46.871
1,378,232,780]
92,621,487
160,638,670
8,830,296
78,469,584
6,054,480
^06.78
328.46
354. 89
281. 25
367.50
129.17
.
Total Eastern 207 3,746,041 1,724,857,297 460.25
West Virginia 1
North Carolina 22
South Carolina 18
Jrioriaa
4,858
26,492
21,698
4.209
1,099,489
5,760,337
7,891,789
844,632
226.32
157.85
363.71
200.00
Total Southern 44 67,257 15,596,247 231.89
Ohio 3
Indiana 5
Illinois
Wisconsin 2
Minnesota <**+
Iowa 571
99,668
,31,393
617,782
5,799
qi.7l8
364,523
53,930,291
11,451,050
181,361,054
1,085,014
21.799,456
132,748,55s
541. 10
364.13
293.57
. 187.10
237.68
» 304. 17
Total Middle 595
WCD wv J- XI
1,210,883 302,355,42f\ 332. 28
Nebraska 11
Colorado 8
14,862
10,775
2,160,715
3,351,28^
; 145.32
> 311.00
Total Western 19 25,637 5,512,00c) 215.00
California
Total Pacific
States 133 451,155 254,695,08:5 564. 54
Total United
States 1,4-53 8,705,848 3,660,553,94!r 420.47 41.84
TUB
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About 38 percent of all the savings "bank deposits
are in the State of New York; about 19 percent in Massachusetts
and about 5 percent in Illinois. The two States of New York and
Massachusetts have over one-half the total savings deposits of
the United States. 98.4 percent of deposits are in the following
14 States: the six Hew England States, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa and California. The
other 1.6 percent is in the remaining 32 states and territories.*
The deposits in the first group amount to $3 » 590, 245, 402; the
deposits in the second group amount to $70, 308,543- To the north
and east of New Jersey approximately every other person has a
savings account, while west of New Jersey not more than one in
150 people have savings accounts. The map of the last census
returns shows that approximately one-half of the total
population of the United States lives in places having no
savings "banks at all. Since it is conceded that savings facilities
coupled with confidence in the hanks, will encourage thrift, keep
money in circulation, insure more home comforts and develop better
citizenship. The question naturally arises; why not make some
effort to extend the beneficient influence of sound savings
institutions to one-half of our population, which does not now
enjoy the advantages common to those residing in or near the
great centers of population? Provided with the extensive
facilities offered by the postal service, there is no reason to
doubt that 50 percent of the men, women and children of the United
States will have savings accounts just as 50 percent of the people
of New England have such accounts under existing conditions,
• Meyer--Ind. 65: pp.1029-30.
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which furnish that region facilities not enjoyed in other
sections of the country.* With only 1,4-53 savings "banks in the
United States over half the savings deposits of the United States is
in two States—New York and Massachusetts—and one-half our people
living in places with no savings "bank facilities at all, it is
argued that a postal savings "bank system is "badly needed.
In refutation of this argument, "bankers say that the
fact that there are only 1,4-53 savings "banks in the United States
is misleading, and that this does not prove that adequate
facilities are not "being provided for many of our people to
deposit their money. There are about 22,000 banks of all kinds
in the United States of which fully 75 percent receive savings
deposits. Practically all the remaining 25 percent of the "banks
of the United States take small deposits and issue certificates
of deposit, therefore, which amounts to a savings "bank service. #
National, State and Trust "banks, almost without exception, receive
and solicit savings accounts. The many excellent "building and
loan" or "cooperative savings and loan" associations also perform
the same function. The Report of the Comptroller of the
Currency of the Condition of National Banks in the United States
on February 5, 1909 shows the following .statistics: of the 6,887
National banks in the United States, 1910 receive savings
deposits to the amount of $352,582,952.76. Statistics showing
the amounts of savings deposits in commercial and private banks
are not available. Certificates of deposit are issued by
National banks and Commercial banks. The average rate of interest
• Carter— Znd;66, pp. 73-77 .
# Teter—American Banker; Vol. 74, pp. 1043-45.
Sprague--Ind; Vol 65, pp. 154-8-50
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on these certificates is about 5 percent. The Comptroller's
report shows that in Ohio in 1907 there were three hanks doing a
savings business, with $54,000,000 of deposits. The superintend-
ent of hanking, shows that there were in savings, State banks,
and Trust Companies $190,282,000 of savings deposits. In Michigan
he reports no savings deposits at all, and yet in the 351 State
banks alone, there were, at the end of 1907, $137,811,000 of
savings. The State of Montana reports that on November 27, 1907
there were in the State hanks of that State, $6,600,000 of
savings deposits; the State of Colorado on November 27 savings
deposits of $6,562,000; the State of Missouri, September 23, 1908
$17,900,000; West Virginia $7,652,000; Mississippi $3, 753, OCX)
and Oregon $7,168,000. These figures are not shown in the
Comptroller* s Report. The growth of savings deposits during
the 15 years from 1892 to 1907 is interesting. In 1892 the
Comptrollers Report showed $1,623,000,000 savings deposits in
the United States; in 1907 it showed $3,690,000,000 savings de-
posits, an increase of over 100 percent. • However, the most of
this increase is in a few Eastern States, which are well supplied
with savings banks.
The fact that most of the savings banks of the
United States are in a few Eastern States is explained in the
following manner. When most of our Western States were ready to
consider banking legislation the popular opinion was that
successful mutual savings banks could not be established.
Illinois ia a good illustration. About 1870 a mutual savings
bank law was passed. A number of banks were organized under this
* Teter—Hearing before Sub-Committee No. 2 of Committee on
» n-p-fir.ftfl and Post-Roads
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plan, but the development of capitalized State banks seems to
have attracted deposits away from themutuals, which were not
generally supported, so that subsequently all these were retired.
As a territory in the West was opened up the conditions were
entirely different from those which existed in the East when
mutual savings banks were established. The communities were so
poor that a newly established bank had to bring capital into its
organization in order to exist at frist, so that with but few
exceptions there are no mutual savings organizations in the West.
Thfe public has become educated to look to the capital of banking
institutions for at least a part of the measure of secutity. It
seems, therefore, that the organization of mutual savings banks
in the West was and probably will be impossible.*
There is, no doubt, a good deal of truth in this
argument. But, if mutual savings banks are impossible in the
West, it would seem that this is an argument in favor of postal
savings banks, for it cannot be denied that there is a need of
facilities for depositing savings in the Western States.
The seoond argument in favor of postal banks, which
we shall consider is that the postoffice is the best institution
to afford adequate facilities for people to deposit their savings.
In every village and rural community the most widely known
individual is the postmaster and letter carrier. He meets and
greets more people of all sorts daily, than any other person in
the community. Thus he is peculiarly qualified to serve the
savings bank. The postoffice is usually located with respect to
the convenience of the greatest number of persons, and is found
• Teter--American Banker, Vol. 74, PP- 1043-4-5.
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in every city, town and village in the country. At the present
time there are over 60,000 postoffices in the United States,
40,000 of these are authorized to issue money orders, and are,
therefore, qualified to "become savings depositories.
- Any other
postoffice which the postmaster General sses fit to designate
may become savings depository also. There would thus be about
twice as many postal savings depositories as thereare banks of all
kinds in the United States. It has been ascertained by the visits
of county seat postmasters that in the New England States the
average distance from the postoffice to the nearest savings bank
was 10 miles; in the Middle States 2£ miles; in the Southern
States 33 miles; and in the Pacific slope States 52 miles. # This
shows that the postoffice is much more favorably situated for
receiving savings than the savings banks, where the latter do
exist.
It is also asserted that postal savings depositories
would be self supporting. Very little additional clerk lire
would be needed, as only additional work of the postmasters would
be the entering of amounts deposited In the depositor's pass-book,
and sending the report of deposits to the Postoffice Department
at Washington, where all accounts are to be kept. The postal
savings bank bill provides that 2 percent interest on deposits
shall be paid to depositors, and that these deposits shall be
redeposited at an interest rate not less than 2£ percent per
annum, leaving at least £ percent of deposits for operating
expenses. Postmaster General Meyer says that the Postoffice
Department can count on receiving 2-fc percent interest on these
* Marks—Charities and Commons, Vol. 21, pp. 719-721.
§ Heyn, E. T. —Am. Acad, of Pol. Sci. , Vol. 8, pp. 461-490.
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deposits leaving £ percent to cover expenses. If this "be true
the system should he self supporting, for the average cost of
management in 1895 is given in a few countries as follows:
Canada, 0.22 percent of the mean amount of deposits; France
0.45 percent; Great Britian, 0.44 percent; the Netherlands,
0.48 percent; Sweden, 0.40 percent. France made a profit that
year of $170,000 in handling 2,500,000 accounts, aggregating
$143,000,000 after paying 3 percent interest. Great Britian
earned $83,000, after paying 2\ percent interest on $480,000,000
made up of 6,500,000 accounts. The average commission paid to
postmasters is one cent per deposit.* In Canada additional
clerks have not "been needed. Money order clerks at the various
postoffices have been able to handle the deposits, the practice
being to enter the amounts immediately in the pass-books of
depositors. In Canada within the past 39 years the sum of
$450,000,000 has been deposited and paid out with a loss of only
$25, 000. # The system has been said to be a losing venture in
Great Britian, but Postmaster General Snyder Buxton says that
since 1876 the postal banks have paid into the exchequer a net
gain of $5,437,735.00 There was a deficiency during the years
1896-99, due to a rapid increase in the price of consols, in
which postal savings deposits are invested, but when the price
dropped in 1900, the balance of the year ! s business was again
in favor of the State.
» Gary, J. A.— S. P.. No. 525; 60th Congress, 1st Session , pp. 78-84
# Meyer— Irxd, Vol. 64, pp. 9-11.
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The experience of other countries thus seems to show
that the postal savings hank system is simply and cheaply
operated. Eut opponents say that it would largely increase the
number of subordinates in the larger pos toffices, despite the
growing sentiment that the number of place holders is too large.*
They say that the Pos toffice Department now has its hands more
than full in keeping affairs well in line. Supposing it should
take on as an adjunct to its already over-crowded busines, that
of banking. Entanglements and losses under the present system
of political spoils, with frequent "ins and outs", and with
inexperienced and unworthy men endeavoring to and getting control
of local offices, would be inevitable. Probably not one office
in 1000 is suitably equipped for the safe keeping of funds.
Frequent remittances to the Department at Washington would afford
partial relief to the local offices, but this might be an
increased inducement for robbers to rob the United States mails.
#
Mr. Chas. S. Sprague, President of the Union Dime
Savings Institution of New York says "People now have the benefits
of postal savings banks superior to those devised by Mr. Meyer.
Every day citizens go to the postoffice, fill out money orders
and send them to some savings bank. Or the farmer gives his
pass-book to the rural mail carrier, who takes it to bank in
town. There is no lack of opportunity to save anywhere within
reach of a postoffice. As to withdrawals, the process is far
simpler than it could possibly be in a system consisting of a
hugh office in Washington, with 40,000 branch offices, the book-
keeping being necessarily carried on in the central office,
* Paine, W. S. —Banker ! s Magazine New York, Vol. 42: P. 908.
# Rice, A. E. —Banker's Magazine, New York, Vol. $6: pp. 37-4-0.
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whither the book and draft would have to "be sent for verification
"before payment. •
The argument that incompetent men might get control
of postoffices and postal funds does not seem to he a very good
one, for the Postmaster General may require postmasters,
assistant postmasters, and clerks at postal savings depositories
to give any additional "bond he may deem necessary. The practice
of sending savings deposits to savings hanks by means of money
orders, or by means of rural carriers is not common, and is not
very practical. The ordinary person likes to do his banking
business with a local banker, whom he knows well, and in whom he
has confidence. As a rule he does not care to trust his pass-
book to someone else unless it is necessary. Many communities
have no rural mail carrier, and these are usually places where
postal savings banks are needed.
The third important argument in favor of postal
savings banks is that they operate successfully in foreign
countries. United States, Germany and Switzerland are the only
important countries of the world in which they do not exist.
Germany has such an efficient system of municipal savings banks
that postal banks seem unnecessary. England, Scotland, Ireland
Austria, Wales, Belgium, Canada, Prance, Hungary, India, Italy,
the Netherlands, New South Wales, Sweden, Victoria, Japan, and
the British, Dutch and French colonies are the important countries
in which they operate successfully. That postal savings
institutions have proved successful is best shown by statistics.
Also it should be noted that no country has ever done away with
• Sprague, C. S.— Ind: 65, pp. 1548-50.
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the postal savings system after it has once been established.
The following table shows the year in which postal savings
banks were established, the number of banks, the amount of
deposits, and the average deposit for the various countries.
The figures are for the year 1907.
C0U1TTRY
United Kingdom
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Prance
Hungary
India
Italy
Netherlands
New South Wales
New Zealand
Russia
Sweden
Japan
YEAR
ESTABLISHED
1861
I883
I869
1868
1882
1886
1882
1876
1881
1871
1867
1895
1884
1875
DEPOSITORS
10,692
1,967
2,088
230
4,577
577
1,115
4; 689
1,259
254
276
1,488
567
6,658
555
998
488
216
390
574
758
669
681
as
432
032
758
DEPOSITS
$766,474,125
104,762,446
146,996,000
62,158,450
246,703,726
27,006,459
45,396,741
233,735,421
56,153,000
38,702,715
42,153,735
99,649,925
14,648,559
33,713,037
AVERAGE
DEPOSIT
$72
53
70
270
54
47
39
50
45
152
153
e
l26
5.06
• Meyer— Ind; Vol. 65: pp. IO29-3O. Year 1907
It will be observed that the deposits of the United
Kingdom are more than twice those of any other country. This is
due, of course, partly to the fact that postal banks were
established earlier here than in the other countries. Japan
has much the smallest average deposit, viz.$5.06, while Canada
has much the largest average deposit, viz. $270.00. An
investigation was recently made in Austria to find out what
classes of depositors the postal banks were attracting. The
following results were obtained:
Children comprise 44 percent of all depositors.
Artesians and laborers comprise 14.3 percent of all
depositors.
Domestic Servants comprise 8 percent of all depositors
Married women and Widows comprise 4.5 percent of all
Military°men°compriBe 2.1 percent of all depositors.
State and Parochial officers comprise 1.5 percent of
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A variety of professions and callings are represented by the
remaining 25.6 percent.*
An investigation in Canada in 1885 showed that
deposits of farmers comprised one- third of the whole; that
deposits of married women comprised one-fifth of the whole. Next
to these in order came mechanics, single women, laborers, widows
clerks and tradesmen, while professional men are near the foot
of the list.#
Postal savings "banks have grown remarkably fast in
foreign countries. The following table will show their growth
in Great Britian, Prance, Belgium, Italy, Canada and Japan from
the years 1896 to 1904.°
• Meyer--Banker»s Bagazine, New York--™arch 1909: pp. 465-66
# United States Reports 2907: No. 136.
House Document No. 723: 59th Congress; 2nd Session.
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GJKEA1 i5Ki J.A.LJN •
YEAR
lTUHBER OF
DEPOSITORS DEPOSITS
AVERAGE
DEPOSIT
1895
1904
6,453,597
9,673,717
#476,450,432
721,819,296
$ 73.82
74.62
In tpres
annum.
it is paid on deposits at the rate of 2% percent per
Ho interest paid on any stlm in excess of £200.
FRANCE.
YEAR
NUMBER OF
DEPOSITORS DEPOSITS
AVERAGE
DEPOSIT
1896
1904
2,652,564
4,345,446
$151,495,390
229,158,291
$ 57.11
52.74
Rate o1f interest paid is 2} per cent per annum.
BELGIUM
YEAR
NUMBER OF
DEPOSITORS DEPOSITS
AVERAGE
DEPOSIT
I896 1,243,139
2,209.785
$ 85,504,941
1^1.647.438
$ 68.78
68.62
Rate f interest paid is 3 percent per annum.
ITALY
YEAR
NUMBER OF
DEPOSITORS DEPOSITS
AVERAGE
DEPOSIT
1896
1904
2,209,175
5,283,063
% 92,369,364
189,810,339
* 31.75
35.93
Interest paid has averaged under 3 percent.
CANADA.-
YEAR
NUMBER OF
DEPOSITORS DEPOSITS
AVERAGE
DEPOSIT
1896
1904
126,442
168,572
$ 28,932,929
45,419,706
$228.82
269.44
Rate c f interest paid is 3 percent per annum.
NO I
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JAPAN
YEAR
NUMBER OP
DEPOSITORS DEPOSITS
AVERAGE
DEPOSITS
I896
1904
1»273,365
4,907,561
$ 14069,096
20532,387
$ 11.05
4.18
Rate of interest has varied from 3.1 percent per annum to
7.2 percent per annum.
The figures are taken from House Document, No. 723:
59th Congress; 2nd Session.
This table shows that postal deposits in these
countries almost doubled from 1896 to 1904. In the case of
Italy they were slightly more than doubled. A considerable part
of this is due to the accretion of interest credited. Aa a
matter of fact the postal savings bank business in England has
been nearly stationary in recent years. In the period from
I898 to 1907 the deposits exceeded withdrawals by only $38,000,000
The gain in total holdings from interest amounted to $164,500 ,000*
The fourth argument for postal savings banks is the
absolute security that will be afforded depositors. This
absolute security will bring about the following results: first
the Contraction of currency during times of panic would be
prevented, secondly, a large amount of money now in hoarding
would be brought into active circulation, and thirdly, a large
amount of money, which foreigners are sending abroad every year
would be kept at home.
There can hardly be any question as to security,
with the government behind the banking system. The postal
savings bank bill provides that, if any banks in which postal
funds are deposited shall become insolvent, such funds shall be
* Meyer- -Banker's Magazine New York, March 1909, PP» 465-66.
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a prior lien upon its assets and shall be first paid, to the
exclusion of all other indebtedness of every kind and nature
whatsoever. When such funds are deposited in State "banks the
Postmaster General shall require, as security therefore, bonds
or other interest bearing obligations of any State, or any legal-
ly authorized bonds issued by any city, town or county.
Opponents of postal banks admit that this absolute security is
one of the strong arguments in their favor. It has been
suggested that the government itself might be embarrassed during
a financial crisis by a "run" upon the postal banks. But this is
not at all probable. The experience of Canada and the European
countries has been to the contrary.
It is claimed that one of the greatest advantages of
postal savings banks would be their ability to prevent contraction
of the currency, and to turn back into active circulation the
money which would otherwise be boarded during panics. People
who already had their money in postal banks would feel safe and
would leave it there. Other frightened depositors would with-
draw their money from savings and commercial banks, and deposit
it with the postal bank. The latter would immediately redeposit
it in the national banks in the localities, where it had been
temporarily withdrawn, and thus it would be put into active
circulation again.* If the above would actually happen, there
can be no doubt that a very valuable end would be accomplished.
But opponents claim this would not happen. They say that in time
of panics what the people want is currency. Very few savings
bank depositors had any fear of the ultimate solvency of banks in
• Meyer—American Monthly Review of Reviews, January 1909.
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1907— they simply wanted to have the money at once. Hadtheir
deposits "been in postal hanks, they would have "been just as
eager to draw out and hoard or sell that money as any other
money, and the government would have had to refuse payment of
that which it had agreed to pay on demand. The national banks
would not have retained the postmaster's deposits, hut would very
largely have had them loaned out in the Wall Street. There
would have "been the same stringency as occurred.* It seems as
if there is a good deal of truth in both the above arguments.
There are many people who have so much faith in the government
that it is reasonable to suppose that they would not become
frightened and withdraw their deposits in time of a panic. On
the other hand, however, there are undoubtedly many people who
want money, and nothing but money, especially if they think that
there is a possibility of their not being able to get it when
there is a panic.
As to the amount of money which would be brought
from hoarding, in case postal banks were established, it is not
possible to say with any degree of certainty. It is largely a
matter of opinion. Postmaster General Meyer says; "undoubtedly
there are millions of dollars withheld from banks and placed in
hiding, because of lack of confidence in the banks, or else
because the amount in hand is considered too small and trifling
to bring to a bank". He estimates the amount that would be
brought from hoarding at about $500,000,000. Senator Carter, of
Montana thinks that 2|? percent of the coin and currency of the
United States is in hoarding and hiding. Mr. E. T. Heyn says;
* Sprague, C. S.—2nd: 65: pp. 1548-50.
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nSince there are 70,000,000 (1896) people in the United States,
and since each one on the average has $10.00 hoarded, there is
the immense sum of $700,000,000 which is absolutely retired from
circulation. This might be restored to active circulation by
means of postal savings banks." Opponents say, of course, that
the amount in hoarding is much less than is claimed^ and that if
postal banks were established, people would hoard as much as they
do now. As stated above it is not possible to say how much is in
hoarding or how much would be brought out. There is no way of
ascertaining statistics on this question. However, it seems
reasonable to suppose that a considerable amount of hoarded money
would be deposited in postal banks especially by people who have
lost money in banks that have failed.
The third result claimed of the absolute security
afforded postal savings banks is that a large amount of the money
which foreigners are sending abroad annually, would be kept at
home. Foreigners are coming here at the rate of about 1,000,000
a year. According to Postmaster General Meyer during the year
ended January 1, 1908, money orders amounting to $94,892,716
were sent to foreign countries. He says the greater part of this
certainly represented savings being sent to postal savings banks
of the foreigners native country. Other supporters of the postal
bank are of the same opinion. They claim the reason he does this
is that he is accustomed to using the postal bank at home, and
that he is afraid to trust our banking institutions. Many
foreigners have really used the pos toff ice as a bank by buying
money orders payable to themselves. This shows that they have
absolute faith in the government, but are afraid of our banks.
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When asked why he held money orders rather than depositing his
money in our "banks, one immigrant said; "the bank may not pay,
the government will". This seems to be their common point of
view.
Just how much of this money which is sent abroad
goes, to foreign postal banks, is hard to say, although
undoubtedly a goodly portion of it does go there. However,
there is no absolute proof of this, as the opponents very
emphatically point out. Mr. Sprague says: "the fact that almost
$100,000,000 were sent abroad in 1908 through foreign money
orders does not prove that it was sent to deposit in postal
savings banks over there. In so far as it v/as sent by immigrants
they had two unselfish motives, 1. assist relatives to live. 2.
Bring these relatives over here to live.* Mr. William Hanhart,
President of the Banker 1 s life Insurance Company of Hew York,
adds a third reason which in amount, he says, is probably the
largest, viz. , a foreigner comes over here, works hard for three
or four years, accumulates a few hundred dollars, which he has
deposited in some bank, and then goes back home. When he starts
he takes his money from the bank, and buys a bill of exchange or
postoffice order. When he arrives in his native land he invests
this money in a piece of land or some small business. This,
Mr. Hanhart alleges, is where a large proportion of the money sent
abroad goes. This is especially true of Italians, who form the
largest percentage of our immigrants.
Mr. Sprague also claims that the foreigners are not
all, by any means, afraid of our banks. Tor example, the Union
• Sprague, C. S. — Ind. 65 : pp. 1^48-50.
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Dime Savings Institution of which he is President, has a great
many depositors, who are foreigners. An Italian authority in
New York City says there are $30,000,000 deposited in Italians'
names in the New York City savings "banks. But this cannot "be tak-
en as authoritative for he does not give the figures.
The last argument in favor of postal savings "banks,
which we shall consider is that habits of thrift and economy
would "be cultivated among our children and working people, and
that they will thus "become "better citizens. This is really the
most important end to be gained. The experience of European
countries shows that more than a third of the postal savings
accounts are held "by minors, and more than two- third are held "by
working people, who follow the most humble callings. In 1891,
Postmaster General Wanamaker estimated that there were 12,000,000
men in the United States working at wages to earn a living.*
The number today is much larger, of course* Add to these the women
and children who work for a living. A large percentage of them
try to keep a part of their earnings for use in old age and
sickness while it is hard naturally for many to save. Both class-
es should be encouraged. The postal bank will offer them the
necessary opportunity, if they do not now have it.
The establishment of a postal savings system would
tend inevitably to cultivate thrift and economy in a large class
of people. Those who have been improvident in little things,
and who have not learned from experience that money makes money,
will surely be educated to save so that they will be prepared
for old age or sickness. When they realize that their money is
* Wanamaker--United States Reports 2907: No. 136.
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earning more money for them it is reasonable to suppose that they
will be incited to exercise greater thrift and industry. If but
a small part of the money which the youth spends foolishly, could
be saved and wisely invested, there would be a competency when
old age comes. Children who acquire the habit of saving when they
are young, find saving easy when they are grown:
It is also claimed that the establishment of postal
savings depositories would tend to better citizenship. If people
were thrifty and saving they would be more contented and happy.
If there hard earned savings were placed in the hands of the
government, they would be brought into a closer relationship
with the latter and a practical and lasting patriotism would be
developed. The depositor would have a personal interest in the
affairs of the Government, and would vote intelligently upon all
questions affecting the welfare, stability and perpetuity of the
Government. * These last arguments in favor of the postal
savings bank are among the very strongest. They are little
disputed by opponents. Every fair-minded person knows that if
habits of thrift and economy could be cultivated, and a higher
ideal of citizenship established, an inestimable amount of good
would have been done.
CHAPTER III.
ARGUMENTS AGAINST POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS .
As has been stated, bankers comprise the majority of
active opponents of the postal savings banks. But this is
nothing more than would naturally be expected. Foreign postal
banks were opposed by bankers, but not to the extent that they
* Gary, J. A.—United States Reports ?907: Mo. 136
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are in the United States. Advocates of the postal hank say that
hankers are opposed to the proposition, either "because they
do not understand its motives, or "because they are moved "by
selfishness. On the other hand, the hankers claim that they,
"being actively engaged in the hanking "business, should naturally
know more ahout the question, and deny the charges of ignorance
and selfishness.
The first argument against the postal savings hank,
is that of paternalism. According to our democratic idea of
government whatever can as well he done "by private enterprise as
"by the Government, should never he entered upon "by the latter.
The theory is generally held that the function of the Government
is to regulate rather than to operate, and unless there is
clearly a need for doing so, it should avoid engaging in "business
activities. Since private enterprise is ahle to furnish all the
hanking facilities necessary, the Government should keep out of
the hanking "business. The same line of thought that approves the
acquirement "by the Government of the railroad and telegraph lines,
and would have it supersede all large corporations, would also
approve the estahlishment of postal savings hanks. • The sooner
all functions of the Government that come into competition with
private enterprise are ahandoned, the "better. There may he some
parts of the country, where hanks are not numerous enough to meet
the convenience of all depositors, hut hanks will he estahlished
there as soon as there is sufficient demand for them.
Advocates of the postal hank answer the charge of
paternalism hy saying that all government is more or less
• Banker's Magazine, New York, Vol. $4: p. 8l5
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paternal, in that it takes care of the interests of the people.
Carrying the mails, excluding disease infected vessels from
harbors, preserving the peace, providing for public education,
subsidizing agricultural colleges and making Weather Bureau
predictions are all of them paternalistic* It has been shown
that private enterprise has not provided a sufficient number of
savings banks and convenient places of deposit for small savings.
The Government is the only agency, which can or will do this.
The Committee on Pos toffices and Post-Roads in February 1901,
reported that "they were of the opinion that private enterprise
alone does not and cannot in this respect meet the necessities
of the industrious poor in any country, especially in the United
States". Therefore, the Government should do for the people of
moderate means what they are unable to do for themselves, viz.
provide a safe and convenient place for them to deposit their
savings. It is certainly no more paternal preserve jfche people's
savings than to carry the mails.
Advocates say that the postal banking business is not
really banking business. The more important functions of banking
are not engaged in. Bills are not discounted, money is not loaned
and exchange is neither bought nor sold. No payments are made on
check, but only on application of the depositor under rules and
regulations to be prescribed bythe Postmaster General. There is
absolutely no intention of competing with existing banks, as will
be shown later.
* Gary-- S. R. No. 1^04: ggth Congress, 3d Session.
° United States Reports 2889: No. 4002.
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A second argument, which ie very strongly urged agains t
the scheme is the difficulty of securing suitable investments for
the postal deposits. The last bill, which was introduced into
Congress provided that deposits shall he redeposited by the
Postmaster General in National or State Banks, or may be invested
in State, Territory, County or Municipal bonds of the States,
Territories, Counties or municipalities, where deppsits were
received. In regard to investing deposits in bonds, the question
naturally arises, has the Government any reasonable assurance that
it can always obtain bonds in sufficient quantity to keep its
deposits profitably employed? Or, has it any means for knowing
whether or not these bonds can be had at prices that will
reimburse it for actual outlay in the payment of interest on
deposits? It is affirmed that neither of these questions can be
answered with any degree of certainty. These bonds are high
class securities, and yield a low return. It is not likely that
any savings bank in a State like Iowa has today a dollar of
investments that would be accepted by a postal savings bank. It
is likely, therefore, that all the deposits diverted from Iowa
banks to the postal savings banks would be so much capital lost
to that State while on deposit.* It is impossible to say as to
how great an extent it would be impossible to secure suitable
bonds for investment. In the Eastern States there would
probably be no trouble in securing suitable bonds.
If suitable bonds cannot be found for investment,
then the funds will have to be deposited in State and National
banks. According to the Report of the Comptroller of Currency
• Roberts, G. E.--Nortr American Review , Vol. 184, pp. 364-70.
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for 1908 there were 6,853 National "banks and 11,220 State "banks,
while there are over 40,000 postoffices which could "be used as
postal depositories. Only a part of these State and National
"banks would "be designated by the Postmaster General to receive
postal deposits. Therefore, large amounts of deposits would "be
taken from localities where they originated, and placed in State
and National "banks, mostly the latter. These hanks, in most
cases will invest these deposits in "bonds, stocks and other
securities of the large financial centers of the countries.
This is claimed to he a strong economic argument against the
postal savings scheme-- taking money from places where it is most
needed to places where it is least needed. Of course, this
argument applies mostly to the southern and western States. If
the postal savings system would meet a general need, it must he
assumed that it would draw a large sum of deposits in the
aggregate from other hanks to the postal hanks. This money is
now invested locally and is an important part of the capital upon
which each community is doing "business. It is loaned largely upon
real estate mortgages, partly upon personal security and it is
partly invested in local bonds as real estate. It is being used
in the locality where it is owned and contributing to the
development of that locality, the support of its industries, and
the employment of its people. Because of the territorial extent
of the United States the injury that would result from having a
considerable portion of its capital drained from the outlying
districts to a centre, for investment in a limited line of
securities needs to be seriously considered.*
* Roberts, G. E. --North American Review, Vol. 184: pp. 364-70.
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Great Britain is a small country compared with the
United States and every part of it, besides "being reasonably well
supplied with local capital is not very far from London, but even
there the disadvantage of the withdrawal of savings deposits from
local use is observed. The London Bankers' Magazine for February,
1899 i says: "the savings from all districts are all conveyed by
postal savings branch banks to London where they are invested in
the public funds of the country; they are thus removed from
the district in which they originate, and incidentally assist in
raising the price of the funds to so high a point that the Post-
master General cannot pay full interest to depositors, and meet
working expenses. The deficiency last year had to be made up out
of public taxation."* Later the price of consols has fallen so
that the postal bank is self-supporting. But the above statement
shows the natural effect of gathering funds from all over a
country for investment in a restricted line of securities.
The London Statist of December 22, 1906 points out the
evil effects upon the industries of Ireland caused by postal
deposits being constantly sent to London. The Statist says:
"Ireland's resources are quite undeveloped. Practically she has
not yet entered upon an economic life. Naturally, therefore, she
requires, abundant capital and abundant labor. In June of the
present year the Irish deposits in postal savings banks were, in
round numbers, 13 millionsSterling and this (for Ireland) very
large sum is employed not in developing any Irish industry, but
inbolstering up the credit of the United Kingdom. Nobody will
dispute that the Irishman of enterprise is seriously handicapped
* North American Review, Vol. 184: pp.364-70.
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by the fact that so much Irish money is drawn away from Irish to
Imperial purposes. "*
There should, then, be no enforced removal of savings
funds that can "be avoided. Capable managers of savings banks
who are familiar with values of real estate and other local
conditions, can invest these savings deposits much more
serviceably to the whole country than can the Postmaster General.
New York and Massachusetts have solved the savings problem
successfully. They have mutual savings banks, conducted wholly
for the benefit of depositors. No serious losses have occurred
for years, and most of these banks are paying 4 percent interest
to depositors. The experience of these two States would seem to
show that if all States would pass wise savings bank laws, there
would be far less need for postal banks.
Let us now consider the validity of the above
arguments. In regard to the argument that suitable bonds might
not be found for investment, it may be said that existing savings
banks do invest in just these kinds of bonds. The Report of the
Comptroller of the Currency for 1908 shows that the 1,453 savings
banks of the United States held #527,155,390 worth of State,
county and municipal bonds. The amount of their loans on real
estate was f1,440, 061,503. Thus the amount of the savings bank
deposits in the United States invested in State, county and
municipal bonds is over one- third the amount of savings bank
deposits invested in real estate. The same report shows that the
842 loan and trust companies of the United States had $153,727,4-85
loaned on real estate, and held $89,639,659 worth of State, county
• North American Review, Vol. 184: pp. 364-70.
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and municipal bonds. Here the amount invested in these bonds is
over half the amount invested in real estate. If these bonds are
suitable investments for savings banks and loan and trust
companies they certainly ought to make suitable investments for
postal funds, Every day the courts of Chancery issue orders
directing guardians and trustees to invest the money's of widows,
orphans and other wards in the bonds of State, counties and muni-
cipalities, and even in real estate. If these channels of
investment could be judiciously opened to the proposed savings
they would furnish an illimitable field for the accumulations
of the future.*
The figures given above also show that savings deposit
are not always invested locally, as opponents would intimate.
Therefore, if the postal savings bank should be the means of
removing local savings deposits to other fields of profitable
investment, the economic "crime" committed will not be so great
as is claimed. The fact that the amount of our savings deposits
invested In these bonds is over one-half the amount of savings
deposits invested in real estate shows conclusively that local
investments are not always the most desirable. It is a well
known economic law that money, under free conditions, tends to
seek the place where it is most needed. If the need for the use
of our savings deposits is in places other than those in which
they originate it is right that they should go there. At times
of the year when the local demand for money is weak, postal
deposits would probably be sent to the financial centers, but
they would be returned through the safe and proper channels, to
• Gary, J. A. --United States Reports 2907:lTo. 136.
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move the crops and perform their customary duties.
In regard to the conditions in England it may he
said that they are quite different from those in the United
States. In England the postal funds are required to be invested
in public securities, and must be sent to London on this account.
In the United States postal funds would be sent to financial
centers when the demand for them was greater there than in local-
ities where they originated.
We sha}.l now consider an argument, which we would
naturally expect to come from bankers, viz., the postal savings
scheme is unfair to existing banks. The larger commercial banks
are not much afraid of the postal bank, but the small banks,
especially in new communities, are the ones which will be hurt
most. The organization of new banks will also be hindered to
some extent. Existing savings banks would feel the competition
of postal banks to the extent that the latter were considered
safer than the former.
The large commercial banks do not depend upon small
deposits to make their profits. The functions which they perform
are nearly all commercial. They, therefore, dogear the postal
bank, to any extent. The small bank, especially in new communities
is the one, which needs to fear the postal bank. With the
exception of railroads nothing has more to do with the developing
of new territory than the bank. A large part of the southern
and western sections of our country is in the early stages of
development. Here is where the harm comes in. A small bank
established in a new community is the means of bringing in
outside capital, and taking care of local capital which develops.
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The reserve money of the saving farm hand the more prosperous
farmer is taken "by the hank, and turned hack into activity in the
community hy "being loaned on first mortgage security, perhaps to
some farm employee who is starting for himself and purchasing a
farm or some of the money may he loaned to a newcomer, who has
"bought a farm, to assist him in huying implements and animals for
the development of his farm. After a time when these citizens
have become prosperous, they in turn become lenders of capital,
through the local banks, which in turn will loan the money to
home builders in town, or to farmers or manufacturers as the
community develops. This work can never be done by the postal
savings bank.* The difficulty of postal banks redepositing their
deposits locally has been pointed out above. The new communities
would not only be deprived of the use of a part of their savings,
but it would be unfair to the smaller local banks to have the
money, which they would otherwise get, deposited with larger banks
designated by the Postmaster General.
Mr. Oliver Kundson, State Examiner of North Dakota,
in a letter to Lucius Teter dated January 19, 1909 » says: "My
opinion as to the effect of a postal savings bank law on the
banks in North Dakota is that I think it would be very detrimental
as in this, a new and growing State, I believe the development
of the country has been largely due to the presence of the banks.
The money used by these banks in many cases was imported into the
State on time certificates, etc., and as at all times the demand
for loans is good, any law that would draw the money from the
smaller places to commercial centers would be a detriment to the
* Teter—American Banker: Vol. 74, pp. 1043-45.
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general welfare of the State". The situation in other Western
States is probably much the same as in North Dakota.
To what extent the existing savings hanks would feel
the competition of postal hanks, it is not possible to say with
certainty. In England the trustees savings hanks, which correspond
to our savings hanks, have certainly felt the influence of the
postal hank. As was stated in the first chapter of this paper,
the number of trustees savings banks in England has decreased
from 640 in i860 to 224 in 1906, while the amount of deposits in
postal banks, in 1906 was about three times the amount in the
trustees savings banks. It is feared that the present savings
banks of our country would be hurt to a considerable extent in
times of panic. It is certain that part of the savings bank
depositors would transfer their deposits under normal conditions
to get the benefit of absolute safety. They would lose the
difference between the 2 percent interest on their deposits, which
the Government would pay, and the rate which savings banks pay,
which is usually 4 percent. The Government would thus be acting
as a guarantee agent at the expense of the individual depositor
and the confidence in the savings banks.*
There is a provision in the postal savings bank bill
which says that postal deposits shall be exempt from demand,
garnishment, execution, attachment, seizure or detention under
any legal process against the depositor, and that such funds shall
not be subject to taxation. It is claimed that this will be an
inducement for people to transfer their deposits. This provision
is criticized on the ground that bankrupts, embezzlers and thieves
* American Banker—February 13, 1909.
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could use the postal "bank as a depository, and thus evade the law.
But this could not be practiced to any great extent "because the
bill provides that no individual shall deposit more than $100 in
one month or more than $5 00 altogether.
The fear of savings bank officials that postal banks
will compete with them is said to be unfounded for practical
reasons. After people had learned to deposit their savings in
postal depositories, they would later realize that they could
double their income in the regular savings banks. The Government
would not oppose this having performed its duty when it has
taught habits of thrift and economy, and led back into active
use the money which had temporarily lost its functions. Thus,
instead of "being detrimental to the savings bank, the postal bank
would prove beneficial to the former by serving as a "feeder" to
it.
The experience of Prance indicates that the ordinary
commercial bank is not hurt by competition from the postal savings
bank. The Director General of the French Posts and Telegraph in
a letter fo Mr. Wanamaker said, "As regards the private banks,
they have nothing to fear from the postal bank, whose operation
relates principally to small accounts. Experience has shown that
the postal bank does not in the least interfere with the
development of the private banks which receive larger deposits.
The vast majority of the depositors in the postal banks consists
of minors, laborers, clerks, etc., whilst the private banks have
their depositors among persons of greater means.* The experience
of other countries seems to be much the same as that of Prance.
• Hamilton, J. H. --Am. Acad, of Pol. Sci. , Vol. II: pp. 44-53.
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No serious complaints against the competition from postal banks
are heard from other "banks. Officials in the postal systems,
have generally declared that there was no conflict of interest
between the postal savings bank and the ordinary commercial
bank.
CHAPTER IV.
COIICLUSIOITS
We have now given a brief review of the history of
savings banks, the operation of the postal savings banks in
England and movement for postal banks in the United States. We
have considered at some length the arguments for and against the
proposition. Only the most important arguments have been
considered. We have attempted to show how each side answers the
arguments of the other side as they were given. We shall
conclude by attempting to draw a few conclusions on the subject.
In the first place we may conclude that the argument
that postal savings banks would afford absolute security to
depositors is one which cannot be questioned. Opponents do not
dispute this argument. The experience of all countries shows
that the postal bank has been absolutely secure. This security
argument is one of the best, because the first question which
enters the mind of the prospective depositor is; is the place
where I am going to deposit my money a safe one? The postal bank
would be absolutely safe, and everybody would know it.
Since the postal bank would afford absolute security
we may further conclude that some of the money which is being
hoarded and which is being sent by the foreigner to his native
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land, would "be deposited in the postal "bank, and put into active
circulation. There is no doubt that a considerable number of our
people are afraid of our banking institutions. Ignorance, or
lack of confidence in existing banks is usually the cause of
their fear. We cannot say, of course, how much of this hoarded
money would be brought forth, and placed in the postal bank. But
even if $1.00 per capita were brought from hiding there would be
about |10,000,000 additional money in use, $5*00 per capita would
mean about $450,000,000, enough to tide over any abnormal demand
for money to market the enormous crops of the country. Let us
repeat again, however, that we have no means of knowing whether
or not any considerable amount of this money will be brought
forth.
In regard to the question of present s<»<<»«*y facilities
we must conclude that there are many sections in the West and
South which do not have adequate savings facilities. This has
been conclusively shown above. That the postal bank would serve
these sections advantageously cannot be doubted, for every
community has a pos t-off ice, and everybody goes to the post-
office. The experience of foreign countries shows that the post-
office has been a successful medium for collecting savings
deposits. Simplicity and cheapness of operation are characteris-
tics of existing postal savings systems.
The chief difficulty in connection with the postal
savings scheme seems to be the question of investing the deposits
The difficulty of securing suitable State, county and municipal
bonds has been referred to above. The Government would have to
be absolutely sure that these bonds were good, and that they
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would pay a sufficient rate of interest to enable it to pay the
2 percent interest to depositors. If the national banks
received the postal deposits, they would have to pay the
Government 2 percent interest, and keep 25 percent of the deposits
as a reserve. If the national banker then invested the postal
deposits in 4 percent securities, he would be making only 1 per-
cent profit on them. Also the risk in always being able to get
suitable securities must be considered. Many national bankers
do not care to accept postal deposits on this account. For
example, a local national banker tells us that his bank would not
consider accepting postal deposits. It seems then that in a good
many cases they would have to be taken to financial centers to be
invested, and the communities in which they originated would thus
lose the use of them. This applies to communities which are in
the early stages of development.
The question of paternalism is one which should be
considered with the greatest good of the greatest number always
in view. If the Government can provide secure convenient places
forthe common people to deposit their money, and at the same time
teach them habits of thrift and economy better than can be done
by private enterprise, it should do so. To do such things, and
perform such functions as can better be done by the people
collectively than by individuals is the chief purpose of
establishing governments.
In conclusion, we may say that there are very good
arguments on both sides of the question. The most important of
these, v;e have tried to present. On the whole it seems to us
that the postal savings bank would operate successfully in the
I
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United States. However, it must be remembered that conditions
are different here than they are in foreign countries where the
system operates successfully. Our ideas of government are
probably more democratic, and our bankers are the most
enterprising in the world. They may be able to solve the problem
successfully by establishing more savings institutions and
securing the passage of better banking laws. The question is
being discussed everywhere, and every one should give it his
serious consideration, so that it may be wisely decided in the
end.



